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Adoption of size of blade harrow matching to
draught capacity of animal drawn Malvi and
Local breeds of bullocks in Madhya Pradesh

A Success Story

Tillage operation, which is defined as mechanical manipulation of
soil, is performed to achieve the desired seedbed to provide
optimum environment for seed germination and plant growth.
Seedbed preparation for sowing / planting of different crops is
done through primary and secondary tillage operations. This is
done to achieve a desired granular soi I structure for a seedbed and
to allow rapid infiltration and good retention of moisture, to
provide adequate air exchange capacity within the soil and to
minimize resistance to root penetration and shoot growth. Among
the animal drawn implements, primary tillage implement is
usually the traditional local plough and the mould board plough.
The commonly used traditional animal drawn implements for
secondary tillage are spike tooth harrow, iron plough, cultivator,
blade harrow and disc harrow. The spike tooth harrow usually
consists of a wooden frame in which wooden or steel pegs are
fitted. The iron plough consists of a wooden frame on which
straight blade is fitted. The width of blade varies from 100 to 300
mm. The blade harrow consists of a wooden frame in which a steel
blade varying in size from 450 mm to 750 mm can be mounted.
The traditional cultivator consists tooth of a wooden frame on
which wooden or steel tynes with iron shovels are fitted. The
improved animal drawn implements used for secondary tillage
basically use similar designs but incorporating a steel frame and
steel blades. In addition disc han'ow is another improved animal
drawn implement consisting of 4-8 discs. The tillage is catTied out
due to rota1 motion of the discs.



Under black soil condition of Madhya Pradesh, blade harrow is
common for seedbed preparation. It is used to conserve the
moisture in the field by breaking the upper surface of soil and
destroys the weed before sowing/planting of crop during Kharif
and Rabi crop seasons. It has a long narrow sharp blade fixed to a
wooden frame of square, hexagonal, octagonal in cross section. It
is 450 mm in width and goes up to a depth of 80 to 100 mm. It
works as a sweep under the soil, cutting all the weeds and
vegetation on the surface. The size of the traditional blade harrow
used in Madhya Pradesh does not match the draught capacity of
bullock breeds of Madhya Pradesh. It causes under utilization of
animal power. To match the blade harrow with the draught
capacity of Malvi breed of bullocks of MP an improved blade
han"ow has been developed by CIAE, Bhopal Centre of AICRP on
Utilization of Animal Energy with Enhanced System Efficiency.
The Centre has increased the size ofthe blade from 450 mm to 600
mm for primary tillage and 900 mm for secondary tillage. This can
be mounted on the frame of local blade harrow without any
modification.

The small and marginal farmers of Madhya Pradesh used bullock
drawn traditional bakhar/blade harrow (size 450 mm) for the
seedbed preparation under Vertisol condition. The implement
consists of a blade, blade holding prongs, wooden body and a
wooden beam. The blade is attached to the blade harrow frame
prongs with the help of rings, which are hammered. It cuts a thin
slice of soil and removes the weeds and requires a pair of bullocks
to pull the implement. It was observed that most of the fanl1ers of
State were using same size blade harrow for first and second
operation of harrowing as secondary tillage implement. CIAE
Bhopal centre ofAICRP on UAE conducted a study on draftability
of a pair of Malvi breed of bullock during summer and winter
seasons. The draugbtability of a pair of Malvi bullocks for
sustained working was found to be 10% body weight in summer_________ 3 •• _



season and 12% in winter season. It was found that a pair of Mal vi
breed of bullocks developed draft force of80-90 kgffor 6 hours in
day under sustained working condition. The work rest cycle
followed for the above study was 3 h work I h rest and 3 h work for
a day. However draft requirements oftraditional bakhar (450 mm)
were 55-60 kgf and 40-45 kgf during the first and second
operations that were performed under no till and tilled conditions
of soil, respectively. To match the implement with the draftability
of bullocks the size of blade of traditional harrow was increased
from 450 mm to 600 lllill. The increased size of blade was
mounted on the traditional bakhar frame prongs with the help of
rings (Fig 1and 2). Field evaluation of improved blade harrow was
carried out in farmers field for seedbed preparation under soybean
and wheat cropping system. The draft and power requirement of
the blade harrow size of 600 mm, matched the draftability of Mal vi
breed of bullocks of the region. Improved blade harrow (600 mm)
was popularized for the harrowing operation by conducting the
demonstrations to the bullock owner fanners at different villages
of Bhopal, Sehore, Ujjain, Raisen, Ratlam and Hosangabad
districts of Madhya Pradesh. The technology was also popularized
by the State Government. Gradually, over the years, fanners all
over the State have became aware of benefits of increase size of
blade harrow. All the farmers have now adopted increased size of
blade harrow.

Fig.! and 2. Increased size blade (600 mm) and tillage operation with 600 mm
blade mounted on the frame of conventional blade harrow.



SALIENT FEATURES OF IMPROVED BLADE
HARROW (600 MM)

Improved blade harrow (600 mm) consists of a blade, blade
holding prongs, wooden body and a wooden beam. The blade is
attached to the blade harrow frame prongs with the help of rings,
which are hammered into place. It cuts a thin slice of soil and
removes the weeds etc and requires a pair of bullocks to pull the
implement. The specifications of the implement are given in
Table!.

Table 1. Specification of the improved increased SIZe blade
harrow (600 mm).

Sl. Particulars Values
No.
1 Overall dimensions (rom)

Length 1450
Width 1150
Height 700

2 Cutting width, rom 600
3 Shape of the blade Straight
4 Size of blade, (Lx W x Thickness) 600 x 95 x 12

rom
5 Weight of the blade, kg 4-5
6 Weight of the implement, kg 30-35

Sf. No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Particulars
Draft, N
Output power, kW
Field capacity, ha/h
Field efficiency, %
Labour, man h/ha
Operating cost, Rs/ha



PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF
IMPROVED IMPLEMENT

The field performance of developed improved blade han'ow (600
mm) was conducted with a pair of Malvi and indigenous breed of
bullocks of Madhya Pradesh. The summarized performance data is
shown in Table 2. The average draught required to pull the blade
harrow was 800 N. Considering that the body weight of pair of
Malvi and local bullocks is around 750-850 kg, the draught was
around 10% which is within the capacity of Malvi and local
bullocks. The field capacity was an average 0.07 ha/h and
operating cost was Rs 714/ha. Next feasibility trials of blade
harrow was conducted in farmers fields in three villages of Bhopal
district. Comparative performance of improved and traditional
blade harrow is given in Table 3. From the Table it is seen that due
to increased field capacity of the implement, there was a saving in
the cost of operation which was Rs 153/ha per operation. The total
annual savings in cost of operation was Rs. 918/ha considering two
seasons and three operations per season. The implements along
with improved yokes were distributed and operational
demonstrations were conducted to the farmers of different villages
of Madhya Pradesh (Fig. 3,4 and 5).
During the demonstrations of implement in farmers fields,
information on number of participants, area covered, labour
requirement and the comments of the farmers on ease of
operation, easiness during tuming and lifting of equipment,
uniformity of operation and functional performance of soil
working parts, work rate and labour requirement were recorded.
By using improved implement system (blade harrow, 600 mm and
improved yoke), increase in field capacity and saving in labour
requirement were significantly higher for the improved implement
system in comparison to conventional implement system. The
improved implement system gave 32% more field capacity and
25% saving in labour over conventional implement system.



Table 3. Comparative Performance ofImproved and
Conventional blade harrow in farmers field.

81. Variable Values
No. Conventional Improved

blade harrow blade harrow
(450 mm) (600 mm)

1. Average field capacity, ha/h 0.059 0.072
2 Field efficiency, % 78 82
3 Draught, N 550 820
4 Labour required, man h Iha 16.8 13.7
5 Cost of operation, Rs/ha 847 694
6 Saving in cost of operation - 153

per operation, Rs/ha
7 Total savings in cost of - 918

operation, Rs/ha/year
(2 seasons, 3 operations per
season)

Fig. 3. Distribution of improved yoke and bakhar
blade (600 mm) to the farmers.



POPULARIZATION OF IMPROVED
BLADE HARROW

The success of any developed technology (implement) depends on
its adaptability by the users and manufactures. The Front Line
demonstrations of the improved blade harrow (600 rnm) were
conducted in the farmer's field during Kharif and Rabi seasons for
soybean-wheat cropping system during 2005-2006 and 2007. A
total of 150 number demonstrations were conducted in 10 villages
in districts of Bhopal, Raisen, Hosnagabad, Ujjain and Ratlam of
Madhya Pradesh. 5000 numbers of farmers were made aware of
use of improved blade harrow as compared to conventional blade
harrow. 1500 number farmers used improved blade harrow with
improved Nagpuri type yoke for tillage operation and covered
approximate total 3000 ha area under soybean wheat cropping
system. The feed back information and opinions of farmers
regarding the improved implement system is given in Table 4.



Table 4. Feed back information from the farmers and adoption of
the improved blade harrow with improved Nagpuri yoke.

of operation
aignt operation

Tu ing
Stability
Load on bullocks
Comfort to bullocks
Cost of blade
Whether increase cost was acceptable
Adoption

Remarks

Good
Good
Good
Good

Within limit
Good

Acceptable
Yes

All the farmers who
saw the demonstra
-tions have adopted
the 600 nim blade

harrow

Name of few farmers who have adopted the improved implement
with improved Nagpuri yoke is given below.

Name and address of farmer Area covered for two Benefits
cropping seasons Rs/year

Shri Ratan Singh, Village 4 3672
Barkheda Baramad, Dist
Bhopal
Shri Seeta Ram, Village, 3 2754
Delanpur Dist., Ratlam
Shri Devnath, Village --:3"':5 3213
Borepani, aratganj, Dist.
Raisen
Shri Gorelal, Village 4 3672
Jhiriya, Dist. Sehore
Shri Manohar, Village 4.5 4131
Budni, Dist. Hosangabad



In addition the popularization of improved blade harrow was taken
up by the State Government. MP Agro Industries also sold units of
improved blade harrow. MP State Government also included the
improved animal drawn blade harrow in their popularization
programmes.

COMMERCIALIZATION AND ADOPTION OF
TECHNOLOGY

The blacksmiths/carpenters and the rural youths of Bhopal,
Raisen, Sehore, Hosangabad, Ujjain and Ratlam districts of
Madhya Pradesh were trained to fabricate the improved Nagpuri
type yoke, blades of sizes 600 and 900 mm and their mounting to
the local blade harrow frame's prongs with the help of MS rings.
Now they are fabricating improved Nagpuri type yokes and blade
harrow as per the requirement of farmers. Names of the some of the
artisans/ workshops are listed below.

s. Name of the Address

No artisan/workshop

I Shri Ganeshiram Village Ambadi, ,PO-
Dewanganj, Dist Raisen

2 Shri Madanlal Vishwakarma Village, Beenapur,PO
Khamkheda,Dist, Bhopal

3 Shri Badri Vishwakarma Village and PO-
Khamkheda, Dist.Raisen

4 Shri Harilal Vishwakarma Village and PO-Budni,
Dist. Hosangabad



5 Mis Arjun Industries Nishatpura, Berasia
Road Bhopal

6 Shri Ajay Vishwakarma Village Jarkheda,
PO-Sehore, Dist Sehore

7 Shri Ram Narayan Village, Delanpur
Dist., Ratlam

8 Mis Narayana Agril.Works Dewas Indore Road,
Dist Dewas

9 Mis Suni Agril Machinery PO- Budnai,
Dist. Hosangabad

10 Mis. Farm Tools Works PO - Khurai, Dist. Sagar

Fig. 5. A view of manufactured blade barrow
(600 mm) by a trained viUage artisan.



As a result of follow up programmes by State Government on a
large scale throughout the State, fanners have gradually switched
over to increased size blade harrow. In order to ascertain the actual
status of animal drawn implements in Madhya Pradesh, a study
was conducted covering all the eleven agro-climatic zones in the
State. The results of the study showed that improved 600 mm
blade harrow has became popular in all the 11 agro-climatic zones
of the State. In addition, even in case of the indigenous blade
harrow with iron blade, farmers have now adopted 600 mm iron
blade instead of 450 mm blade.

STATUS OF COMMERCIALIZATION
This implement has been supplied by MP State Agro Industry
Corporation to the famlers on subsidy. They have sold 10000 nos.
of this implement. The technology is so simple that the village
artisans can copy it very easily. All over the State, small scale
manufacturers and village artisans are fabricating the blade
harrow.

Farmers in Madhya Pradesh have now adopted 600 mm blade
harrow, which has resulted in lower cost of operation and increased
timeliness of tillage operations. At present about 1,00,000
improved blade harrow (600 mm) are being used by the bullock
owner farmers ofthe Madhya Pradesh. In addition, even fanners
having indigenous blade harrow have adopted 600 mm size blade.
Total estimated population of blade harrow in the State is Rs. 6
lakhs. The economic benefit due to savings in cost of operation
due to proper matching of blade hanow size is estimated as 55
million/year.




